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Volunteer Ski Instructor Job Description

* Volunteer ski instructors teach skiing to disabled individuals on a one on one basis. Depending on 
the needs of the skier with disabilities, an assistant or second ski instructor may become involved 
in the teaching of the same skier. In some instances, with more advanced students, a ratio of 2 
instructors for 3 students may be assigned to enhance peer interaction.

* Instructors will supervise their student on and off the hill for the 2 hours during the lesson (when 
getting equipment, taking breaks, etc.).

* Instructors must be able to lift and physically assist their student, and manipulate required 
adaptive equipment. In the case of instructors with disabilities, an assistant will be assigned as 
necessary.

* Instructors will comply with ASAWM policies regarding conduct, uniforms, helmets, and cutting in 
lift lines. They are expected to model appropriate behavior at all times when representing 
ASAWM.

* DEPENDABILITY is a must, as few substitutes are available. Instructors are expected to meet their 
skier each week at the prearranged time for their lesson.

* Instructors need to commit 2 hours per week for 5 weeks to the program. Those persons unable 
to make a 5-week commitment may train as substitutes, or special event instructors, available on 
an as needed basis throughout the season. Volunteers may choose to work more than one day 
each week.

* All instructors become members of ASAWM. This membership entitles you to benefits detailed 
later, provides insurance coverage, and jacket/ID to use during lessons.

* Instructors may be requested to assist skiers with personal needs such as dressing, eating, or 
using the restroom.

* All instructors are expected to treat students and fellow volunteers and Cannonsburg employees, 
with dignity and respect at all times.

And lastly, all instructors are EXPECTED TO HAVE FUN!!! 

Notes
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Area of Disability and snapshot description. Some (not exhaustive) general needs Typical skiing discipline 
The volunteer is encouraged to learn more, 
as felt to be needed. 

Cerebral Palsy (CP) 

Spinal Cord Injury 

Autism 

Loss of limb 

Balance Disorder 

This disorder may involve 
muscle stiffness (spasticity), 
poor muscle tone, uncontrolled 
movements, and problems with 
posture, balance, coordination, 
walking, speech, swallowing, 
and many other functions. The 
severity of these problems 
vary widely, from very mild and 
subtle to very profound. 

Any spinal cord injury, tempo
rary or permanent, can lead 
full or partial paralysis of the 
lower limbs (paraplegia) or 
may involve the upper body 
also (quadriplegia) Spinal cord 
disorders are either complete 
or incomplete. Complete spinal 
cord injuries are those where 
there is total loss of sensory 
function. Incomplete injuries are 
those where the spinal cord can 
still convey some signals from 
the brain to different parts of 
the body. 

Persons with autism tend to 
have trouble making social 
contact, understanding body 
language of people around 
them, communicating their 
feelings and making eye contact. 
The person may be defen-

sive to touch. There may be 
severely limited verbal skills 
ranging from simple words to 
loud vocalizations. 

This may be due to amputation 
or may be for congenital rea
sons.Typically the skier is missing 
a lower limb .. 

There are a number of reasons 
for balance problems, ranging 
from cerebral palsy to stroke, to 
post surgical results, etc. 

Many individuals with cerebral 
palsy have normal or above 
average intelligence.Their ability 
to express their intelligence may 
be limited by difficulties in com
municating. Monitor your skier 
for discomfort and cold. 

• It is important to commu
nicate with your skier about
comfort and cold. Frostbite
can still occur if there is no
feeling. And your skier may
not sense the cold or the
discomfort.

• Gain clear information from
the family as to the best way
to communicate.

• Use simple language.
• Avoid commotion such as 

loud music in the lift line and 
lots of people.

• Learn from the family how
much physical contact is okay.

An adult will be able to com
municate freely about what is 
difficult and/or easy about the 
skiing experience.A child may 
need family support to convey 
what is necessary to know for 
skiing success 

The ability of the individual to 
communicate will likely not be 
affected by the balance prob
lem. It will be important to get 
to know your skier to deter
mine the best way to make the 
skiing experience a successful 

one 

Stand up, sit down or four track, 
depending on the severity of 
the CP 

Sit down 

Stand up 

3Track 

4 Track or Sit down, depending 
on individual need. 
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Training Information
All training will take place at Cannonsburg Ski Area, starting in the main lodge or Bear Creek Room. 
Please refer to the ASAWM calendar for specific training dates and times. 

Remedial/Make-up training needs to be arranged with your training coordinator. Coordinators and 
contact informa-tion will be emailed to you in your matching letter and will be available on our 
website. 

Detail of Training Requirements
All volunteers must attend scheduled training sessions before being allowed to work with a student. 
Make-up sessions are extremely difficult to schedule given holidays, work, and family commitments. 
Please make every effort to attend your scheduled training sessions. 

If weather is questionable, call ASAWM (616-226-3970) or Cannonsburg (616-874-671 I ). If 
Cannonsburg is closed, ASAWM is also closed. 

The first session is a dry land orientation session, which will acquaint you with policies and 
procedures, the American Teaching System, and an introduction to the adaptive equipment. The 
following sessions will be on snow and will cover skier disabilities, equipment, and adaptive 
techniques. 

Once your training is completed, you will be assigned a student. Completing the ASAWM training 
qualifies you to work with ASAWM students. 
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Professional Ski Instructors of America

The PSIA is a professional organization dedi

cated to educating and certifying ski instruc

tors.The Central Division of the PSIA holds 

workshops and clinics periodically each winter 

throughout the Midwest. More information is 

available at their web site, http://www.psia.org 

For more information regarding PSIA 

membership or certification clinics and exams, 

contact a ASAWM board member. 
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Types of Disabilities 
There are different types of disabilities that impair the ability of an individual to function normally. The following will introduce you with 

the various disabilities affecting individuals. T his is not a complete list. Many disabilities can be researched on line. lf you are unfamiliar with 
the type of difficu�y your skier has, contact your coordinator.  Also, remember the family has provided information regarding the skier. The 
family is usually open to any interest you would have in learning about your skier to make the skiing experience a successful one. 

Disability Defined: an impaired function or condition of an individual that includes cognitive impairment, physical disabilities, intellectual 
impairment, sensory impairment, mental illness or chronic diseases. A disability affects various areas of life-like accessing areas in the com
munity, restrictions in physical or mental activities, or ability to participate in different work tasks. 

Information Chart of Disabilities with Likely Skiing Discipline Listed 

Area of Disability and snapshot description. Some (not exhaustive) general needs Typical skiing discipline 
The volunteer is encouraged to learn more, 
as felt to be needed. 

Visual Disabilities Can be adult or child, macular • Sighted guide Stand up 
degeneration, ocular trauma, techniques.
diabetes congenital blindness, • Clear verbal instruction
etc.Those suffering from total 
or partial blindness, come under 
this category. 

Hearing Impairment May be partially or completely • Sighted guide Stand up 
deaf in one or both ears. May techniques.
be using hearing aids or co- • Clear verbal instruction
chlear implants. May be verbal 
or use sign language 

Cognitive Disabilities Large range of capabilities from • Clear; short sentences Stand up or sit down, depend-
mild to severe disability. May • Speak slower; use stress. ing on individual need. 
communicate in simple sen- • Demonstrate what you are
tences, or may communicate trying to teach.
through body language. 

Traumatic Brain Injury Brain injury or head trauma • Clear; short sentences Stand up or sit down, depend-
can lead to mild, moderate or • Speak slower; use stress. ing on individual need. 
severe disabilities.There are two • Demonstrate what you are
types of brain disabilities like ac- trying to teach.
quired brain injury (ABI) where 
degeneration of the brain 
occurs after birth and traumatic 
brain injury. 

Spina Bifida Spina bifida is a birth defect. It This is generally a physical Almost always sit down ski 
occurs when the bones of the disability only. Communicate at 
spine (vertebrae) do not form the level appropriate for the age 
properly around part of the of your skier. 
baby's spinal cord.There are 

several types of spinal bifida, the 

more severe type often results 
in inability to walk. 
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Please bookmark our website and visit often to 
check the calendar of events and all the latest 

information for ASAWM.
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ATS - The American Teaching System 
T he American Teaching System is an organized method of progressing through the skills of skiing. Chances are you learned by 
the American Teaching System. All certified ski instructors in the US use the ATS progressions. Skiing consists of four 
fundamental skills: balance, rotation, pressure, and edging.T hroughout the progression of skills, you will work with your 
student on these 4 fundamental skills. Adaptive devices may be used to assist with balance. The standard ATS progression 
follows. All of the adaptive progressions follow the standard progression, in general. There may be variations based on the 
constraints of the adaptive technique or equipment.. 

Progression: 
I. Walk on the flats: In a straight line, in circles, with one ski on, with both on.

2. Correct body position: Feet under hips, knees bent, hands slightly below and in front of hips, chin up, look ahead.

Physically mold student if necessary
3. Side Step: Up the hill a short ways, skis across fall line, take small steps, roll knees into hill ..

4. Straight Run: Assume proper body position, slide forward, let terrain stop skier: If terrain is too steep to head

down the fall line, orient your straight run across the fall line. Assume proper body position, slide forward, let ter

rain stop skier: If terrain is too steep to head down the fall line, orient your straight run across the fall line.

5. Gliding Wedge: In proper body position, press tails of skis apart, and hold this position while sliding.

Let terrain stop skier:

6.Wedge Change-ups: From straight run, brush skis out into

gliding wedge, rise slightly and bring skies back to straight

run. Repeat

7. Gliding Wedge Turns: In a slight wedge, utilize steering (ro

tation) to create a turn. Instruct student to turn both beet

and knees, look in direction of turn, and follow through.

8. Braking Wedge: Brush tails of skis out to create slowing of

gliding wedge.

9. Braking Wedge to a Stop: Brush tails of skis out to create

slowing of gliding wedge.

10.Wedge Turns: Using a medium width wedge, with a fairly

high stance, steer feet and knees in and out of the fall line,

equalizing the arc in both directions.

I I .Wedge Christies: Beginning with a wedge turn, emphasize 

active steering of the inside leg to cause skis to gradually 

match after the turn. Gradually begin matching skis earlier 

in the turn, until the match comes before the fall line. The 

distinction between wedge Christie I and 2 is no longer 

made. 

12.Wedge Christie with Pole Touch: When skiing with good

wedge Christies, touch the pole to the snow (forward and

to the side) just after rising, and prior to the fall line.The

turn has a skidded finish.

13. Open Stance Parallel: Using increased foot steering, release pressure on the uphill ski just prior to the fall line,

causing matching to occur at initiation of the turn, and continuing throughout the turn.

14. Dynamic Parallel: Turn becomes more carved and less skidded.
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Jackets and ID Badges

• AlI volunteers must wear their ID and
jacket when teaching lessons. Jackets and
ID's will be dispensed at the first night/
day of lessons. Jackets and ID's will need
to be returned at the end of the season.

• The purpose of the volunteer jacket policy
is to provide easy identification of the
volunteer to participants and other
Cannonsburg guests.

• All volunteers are required to wear a
volunteer jacket when they are teaching.
This jacket is to be worn only when the
volunteer is teaching and at no other
time.

• ID's need to be worn while teaching.
• Helmets are required to be worn by all

students and volunteers.

Insurance Information 
LIABILITY INSURANCE: All members of the ASAWM are covered under Disabled Sports/USA liability 
insurance. All volunteers are members of the ASAWM. This insurance provides coverage for the 
volunteer against lawsuits that may arise during the course of working with your student. 
MEDICAL INSURANCE: All volunteers should have their own health insurance. The insurance carried 
by DS/USA does not cover health-related issues. Volunteers are NOT covered by Workers 
Compensation. BACKGROUND CHECKS: For the safety of all our students, all ASAWM volunteers are 
required to undergo background checks. Any positive results will be reviewed by ASAWM to determine 
volunteer placements.
Personal Appearance and Conduct

• All volunteers should maintain a neat and clean appearance. Volunteers are ambassadors of the 
ASAWM and Cannonsburg Ski Area.

• When in contact with our participants and Cannonsburg guests, volunteers should not swear; drink, 
smoke, or chew tobacco. Our participants need good role models, and volunteers should keep their 
personal lives separate from teaching situations.

• A volunteer wearing his/her volunteer jacket has a higher standard of conduct to maintain. He/she is 
representing ASAWM. The volunteer should be proud of the work he/she is doing, and personal 
appearance and attitude should reflect this.

• Volunteers are expected to conduct themselves in the manner required of employees of the 
Cannonsburg Ski Area, maintaining good working relationships with other departments: ski school, lift 
operators, ski patrol, etc.

• Use courtesy at all times, and expect the same of your student(s).
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Volunteer Benefits

• Membership in Disabled Sports/USA:This provides you with liability insurance.
• Free Skiing: All volunteers will receive free skiing on the days that they teach. You may come 

early and/or stay late after your lesson. Once you arrive during ASAWM's hours of operation (Sun
1-5 pm; Tues - T  hurs 6-8 pm), you should sign in at the ASAWM desk, and get your ticket from 
the coordinator.

• Rental equipment if needed: Volunteers may use Cannonsburg rental equipment on teaching 
day. You need to request a rental form from the ASAWM coordinator; and have them sign it. 
Take it to the rental area and receive your equipment. Keep the white slip and return it to the 
ASAWM coordinator.

• Joy of Helping Others:You will experience the joy and satisfaction of helping persons to enjoy the 
sport of skiing, and accomplishing tasks that they otherwise would not be able to do.

Assignment of Instructors to 
Students 

Skier registrations close in early December. At that time, 
instructors will be matched with students, and sent con-
firmations of lesson time and day. You should receive your 
skier assignment by no later than the Monday before lessons 
start. If you have not heard by then, contact your training 
coordinator.  Every effort will be made to assign you a skier 
during your preferred day(s) and time(s).You will be called if 
there are significant deviations or difficulties in working with 
your schedules. 

Hours of Operation
Sunday: I pm - 5 pm 
Tuesday - Thursday:  6 pm - 8 pm 
Special events may occasionally be scheduled for other times 
and/or days. Instructors are needed for daytime groups. If 
you are able to work during these special events please notify 
the desk coordinator. 

Year End Events
Every year ASAWM sponsors a banquet to provide the 
opportunity for all of our skiers, volunteers, family and 
friends to have a celebration together.  Skier 
certificates will be handed out and  Volunteer of the year 
will be announced. This is the only opportunity to get all of the organization together at one time. Additionally, 
we try to take a special trip for all volunteers to a northern Michigan ski resort. Information regarding this will 
be given out during the ski session. 
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Equipment 
The ASAWM maintains a large stock of equipment for use by its skiers and instructors. All adaptive equipment 
is expensive, difficult to repair or replace, and requires tender loving care. Teach your student respect for the 
equipment as well. Often, many students use one piece of equipment. If you break it, your lesson may be ended 
for the day, and may lead to others being canceled as well. Your cooperation is appreciated. 

How To Get 

Equipment: 
You will have learned to use what is 
neces-sary for your discipline.T he 
coordinator on duty should have the 
adaptive equipment you need for your 
student available at the check in table 
when you arrive. If you want to try 
something different, or decide not to 
use a piece of equipment that you 
usually use, let the coordinator know.
There is always one coordinator on duty, and there may also be an additional person helping to register 
skiers and volunteers. You may need to wait a short while until the equipment can be retrieved. Large 
pieces of equipment (bi-ski, mono-ski, poles, etc.) will be near the equipment barn awaiting your student's 
arrival. Make sure you use the equipment assigned to you. Bi-skis and mono-skis vary slightly in size and 
fit. Using the wrong one means that your student may not perform to the best of his/her ability, and may 
also mean that a student arriving for a later lesson may not have the correct equipment available.  All 
equipment is lettered, numbered or otherwise identified. The discipline coordinator will determine which 
equipment to try initially.

What Equipment Is Available: 
Instructors working in 3-track, 4-track, bi-ski, and mono-ski will become familiar with those pieces of 
equipment in training. In addition, the ASAWM has available: 

Bamboo poles - useful for games, balance, and students with 
seizure disorders Ski Sled - for severe balance problems 
Edgy Wedgies 
Ski harnesses - to assist in speed and direction control 
Tethers - to assist in speed and direction control 
Orange cones/pylons - for games and turning targets 

What To Do If It Breaks: 
On occasion, equipment may break If this happens, please notify the coordinator on duty with the 
equipment and the problem so that it may be repaired. 

II 

Attendance 
All volunteers are matched with a skier for a series of 
5 ski sessions each season. Volunteers should plan to 
attend the year-end banquet. Instructors are expected 
to meet their skier each week at the prearranged 
time for a 2-hour lesson. Dependability is a MUST, 
because your skier will lose out on a lesson if you do 
not show up. Those persons unable to make a 5 week 
commitment may train as a substitute or special 
event instructor on an as needed basis throughout 
the season. Volunteers may choose to work more than 
one day each week If you are unable to meet your 
skier for a lesson, please contact your daily coordi-
nator and your skier. PLEASE DO NOT RESCHEDULE 
LESSONS ON YOUR OWN! Lessons are scheduled 
based on needed equipment, traffic on the hill, daily/ 
weekly business patterns, and a variety of other 
factors. Rescheduling independently disrupts the 
schedule.  See the calendar for information on this 
year's coordinators. 

Lift Line Cut Policy
All lifts have an area for our adaptive skiers to enter.  If you are using a bi-ski or mono-ski, enter through this 
entrance and enter the line in front of stand up skiers  This allows the line to continue to move through as well 
as not causing a delay due to prepping the ski for loading.

Safety First
Safety is a primary concern of the ASAWM. Throughout your training, you will have learned skills and 
techniques to prevent accidents. Even with good training, and anticipation, accidents may still happen. 
Take time to teach and model safety skills for your students. Time spent riding the lift, or standing in line 
are good opportunities to discuss various situations. Take some time to review Michigan law and the 
Skier Responsibility Code, so that you can in-struct your student correctly. 

Severe Weather Policy /Procedure
Training and lessons will be conducted in conditions of rain, snow, and other winter weather. Please 
report for scheduled lessons! Lessons will be canceled only if the wind-chill goes below minus 10 degrees 
or if Cannonsburg is closed. Please call your daily coordinator if you have questions. 

IF CANNONSBURG (616-874-6711) IS CLOSED-ASAWM (616-226-3970) IS CLOSED! 
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Michigan Law 
As a skier you must: 

1. Conduct yourself within the limit of your ability - you are
the sole judge of your ability to negotiate a track, trail,
or slope.

2. Maintain reasonable control of your speed and course at
all times.

3. Stay clear of snow grooming equipment, vehicles, snow
making machinery and equipment towers, any other
persons, or any other equipment at a ski area.

4. Obey all posted signs and warnings.
5. Upon unloading from a ski lift, immediately move away

from the unloading area.
6. Immediately notify the ski patrol, and clearly identify

yourself when involved in an accident causing injury to
yourself or others.

7. Accept the dangers inherent in the sport of skiing. Those
dangers include, but are not limited to; injuries which
can result from variation in terrain, surface or sub-
surface snow or ice conditions, bare spots, rock, trees,
and other forms of natural growth or debris, collisions
with other skiers, or with properly marked or plainly
visible show making or show grooming equipment.

As a skier you must not: 
1. Act or ski in a manner that may contribute to your injury or that of any other person.
2. Board a ski lift that has been designated as closed.
3. Willfully board or embark upon or disembark from a ski lift, except at an area designated for those purposes.
4. Intentionally drop, throw, or expel an object from a ski lift while riding the lift.
5. Do any act which interferes with the running or operation of a ski lift, such as but nor limited to; swinging or

bouncing on a aerial lift, attempting to contact supporting towers, machinery, guides, or guards, while riding on a ski
lift, or skiing out of the designated ski track on a surface lift or tow.

6. Use a ski lift, unless you have the ability to use the lift safely without instruction on use of the lift by a ski area
employee, or unless you request and receive instruction before entering the boarding area of the ski lift.

7. Use a ski lift or ski without properly engaging and using ski restraining devices, brakes, or restraining straps.
8. Ski in any area designated a closed, nor remove any sign used to designate a closed area.

Snow Sport Responsibility Code
1. Ski under control and in such a manner so you can stop or avoid other skiers or objects.
2. When skiing downhill or overtaking another skier; you must avoid the skier below you.
3. You must not stop where you obstruct a trail, or are not visible from above.
4. When entering a trail or starting downhill, yield to other skiers.
5. All skiers shall use devices to help prevent runaway skis.
6. Keep off closed trails and posted areas, and observe all posted signs.
7. Know how to use a ski lift before entering the boarding area. If you don't know how, ask for instruction
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Accident Procedure
The key is to prevent accidents before they happen. Attention to details, awareness of your surroundings, and 
skiing within the student's ability rather than your ability will usually prevent most accidents. However, on 
occasion, accidents do happen. If they do, follow these procedures: Notify the Ski Patrol and wait for them to 
come. Keep your student warm and protected from other skiers - place a pair of skis crossed and upright in the 
snow above the skier if they are not visible from above. DO NOT MOVE THE STUDENT! 

• An accident report must be filed with Ski Patrol
- Be thorough; you may be asked to recall an incident 5 years from now.
- Be accurate, don't guess, don't speculate, just give the facts.
- Be legible; the report must be readable and understandable.
- Be timely; fill out the report as soon as possible after the accident.

• Try to identify witnesses and keep them around until the Ski Patrol arrives.
• Provide information to the Ski Patrol relative to your student's disability - you may know more than they 

do regarding the student's ability to move body parts, feel, talk, and process information.
• Notify the ASAWM coordinator on duty as soon as possible and file an accident report with ASAWM 

Send a messenger if the accident is serious. Also, note any damaged equipment and give it to the 
coordinator to prevent it being used by anyone else before being repaired.

Lift Evacuation Procedures
In the event that the lift you are riding on breaks down, and the student you are working with requires early 
or special evacuation procedures (examples would be an autistic student who may leap from the stopped lift, 
or a bi-ski or mono skier), please follow these procedures. 
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• Identify yourself to the Ski Patrol as a ASAWM Instructor; and explain that your student requires 
priority evacuation.

• Keep your student calm, and talk them through the evacuation procedures you learned in training.
• If your Ski Patroller is unfamiliar with evacuation procedures for the equipment you are using, you will 

need to talk them through the process as well.
• Come inside to warm up and check for frostbite if the wait has been a long one, then continue the 

lesson, if time allows.




